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A presentation about Open Music, 
Creative Commons and 

applying Open Source Ideals to other fields.

copyright, remixed.





Who is John?
This presentation is 
downloadable at:
http://blogs.magnatune.com

John Buckman
<john@magnatune.com>



What is Creative 
Commons?



It's a social movement
taking open source 

philosophy and applying 
it to other media



Microsoft vs Linux 
= 

Big Media vs CC



also...

CC is a middle ground 
between “all rights reserved” 

and 
“no rights reserved” 

(public domain)



or...

how to do more
and pay lawyers less



CC assists creators in 
assigning certain rights to the 
public while they retain other 

rights



CC makes well-written,
reusable legal documentation

and promotes those who use 
those documents



Which rights are involved?



Always with CC:
* you have to credit the artist (marketing)

* copying is allowed (wide distribution)



Creator can choose to 
restrict: 

* commercial use
* reuse



Big Media is anti-technology, 
risk averse and won't permit 

experimentation

and they are in control



CC-licensed media is pre-
cleared and enables 

experimentation
and creativity



You won’t get sued



the public is angry at 
Big Media 

but loves 
Creative Commons



With CC you get:

* free press exposure
* public love
* word-of-mouth



Magnatune's experience

1.5 million google links
to Magnatune



and

massive exposure via
traditional press
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Massive quantity of content is 
CC licensed

2004: 4.7m
2005: 10m

2005 1/2: 45m
2006 1/2: 140m

2007: 300m



Flickr Photos with CC 
license

2005: 4m
2006: 10m
2007: 25m



Which rights are reserved?

* non-commercial (nc): 67%

* no reuse (nd): 24%

* viral license (sa): 45%



Musical Collecting Societies
such as ASCAP and BMI

cause problems

but not as bad as outside of the USA



Some ways to make money 
with CC:

* help consumers find the good stuff
* help creators find their audience
* help people create through reuse

* sell additional rights
* try-before-you-buy



Breathe.



Magnatune is a sucessful example of a
Creative Commons based business.



Setting the scene:

Piracy everywhere
vs

Permission Society
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Is “Open Music”
a third way?
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Blog posting from Mike:
By God it's MY TUNE....

on HARLEY'S MAIN SITE!!!!

Man, I'm honored....to have a song 
chosen by THE Premier motorcycle 
company in the World....I'm knocked 
out.

HUGE THANKS to MAGNATUNE.....John 
and Jan....MY PROMOTERS....they are 
the BEST!!!!



Summary:

Magnatune is a successful example of a
Creative Commons based business.

For more info:
John Buckman

<john@magnatune.com>

http://blogs.magnatune.com



or,
an attempt to apply the 
“Linux Lessons” to the 

music business.



Breathe.



Define “Open Source” ?



10 part definition from
http://opensource.org



1. Free Redistribution

The license shall not restrict any party from 
selling or giving away the software as a 
component of an aggregate software 

distribution containing programs from 
several different sources. The license shall 
not require a royalty or other fee for such 

sale.



“Free as in beer” 
vs “Free as in Freedom”



2. Source Code

The program must include source code, and 
must allow distribution in source code as 

well as compiled form



MIDI, Scores, Samples & 
multitracks, 
all “compile”
into a song.



3. Derived Works

The license must allow modifications and 
derived works, and must allow them to be 
distributed under the same terms as the 

license of the original software.



The Creative Commons
“by-nc-sa” license.



The Hairball:
multiple sources of 

similar but incompatible 
licenses.



4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code

The license must explicitly permit 
distribution of software built from modified 

source code. The license may require 
derived works to carry a different name or 
version number from the original software.



5. No Discrimination Against Persons or 
Groups

The license must not discriminate against 
any person or group of persons



6. No Discrimination Against Fields of 
Endeavor

The license must not restrict anyone from 
making use of the program in a specific field 

of endeavor. For example, it may not 
restrict the program from being used in a 
business, or from being used for genetic 

research.



Multiple licensing: 

free use
vs

uses for money.



7. Distribution of License

The rights attached to the program must 
apply to all to whom the program is 
redistributed without the need for 

execution of an additional license by those 
parties.



8. License Must Not Be Specific to a 
Product

The rights attached to the program must 
not depend on the program's being part of 

a particular software distribution.



9. License Must Not Restrict Other 
Software

The license must not place restrictions on 
other software that is distributed along 

with the licensed software. For example, the 
license must not insist that all other 

programs distributed on the same medium 
must be open-source software.



10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral

No provision of the license may be 
predicated on any individual technology or 

style of interface.



Magnatune & 
Linux

Compared


